
Wildchain Opens Auctions of Their Wildlife-
conserving Genesis NFT Collection

Wildchain Genesis NFT Collection: Rewilding Savanna

Next up wildlife NFTs

Wildchain, a non-profit committed to

wildlife conservation, announces its

Genesis NFT Collection: Rewilding

Savanna on World Environment Day, June

5th, 2023.

BANGKOK, THAILAND, May 31, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Wildchain, a non-

profit organization committed to

wildlife conservation, is excited to

announce the next drops of its

exclusive Genesis NFT Collection:

Rewilding Savanna on World

Environment Day, June 5th, 2023, at 12

PM UTC. Collectors will have the

opportunity to adopt unique and

impactful Wildlife NFTs on Wildchain’s

marketplace, known as the ὑ�Adoption

Center.

The first auction of the Genesis NFT Collection has been a roaring success, with all 8 NFTs from

the initial drop selling out and attracting over 100 bids on a brand-new NFT marketplace.

Powered by the carbon-negative blockchain Celo, each bid has proven that early adopters on

Web3 can create an impact in raising awareness for endangered species. This accomplishment

represents a significant milestone for Wildchain’s team and community.

“We’re not only dropping more NFTs but will launch new features such as trading on the

marketplace soon. Our Genesis NFT Collection is not just about owning NFTs; it’s about

becoming stewards of our planet’s biodiversity. We are excited to continue this journey and

invite everyone to join us in preserving the wonders of nature.” — Florian Rehm, Executive

Director @ Wildchain

MARK YOUR CALENDAR: 17 more wildlife NFTs are coming soo

Today, Wildchain is excited to announce the upcoming wildlife NFTs release calendar, marking

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.nft.wildchain.io/
https://www.nft.wildchain.io/


Rewilding Savanna Collection Utility

the completion of the full Rewilding

Savanna NFT Collection of 25 unique

and exclusive NFTs. Starting on World

Environment Day, June 5th, 2023,

collectors can anticipate weekly drops

every Monday at 12 PM UTC in the

form of auctions featuring these one-

of-a-kind Wildlife NFTs.

NFT COLLECTION UTILITY: connect with

wildlife

The Rewilding Savanna Collection NFTs

offer exciting utilities designed to

create an immersive experience

between collectors and wildlife. These

utilities include:

* Digital Twinning: Each wildlife NFT

represents an individual animal in the

real world.

* Ongoing Fundraising: Every adoption

within this collection generates a 10% donation royalty towards conservation.

* Gaming: Engage with and care for your wildlife NFT in Wildchain’s upcoming mobile game.

* Dynamic NFTs: Watch as your NFT evolves alongside your animal in the game.

ABOUT WILDCHAIN: starting a virtual conservationist movement

Wildchain is on a mission to gamify conservation through three innovative climate action tools

that make conservation fun and transparent: a play-to-impact mobile game, NFT collections with

real-world impact, and Wildfund, a Decentralized Crowdfunding Platform.

Driven by a vision of a world full of wildlife, Wildchain, a non-profit organization, donates 100%

of its profits to real-world conservation projects. Join the virtual conservationist movement and

take daily climate actions to rewild the world with Wildchain.

ὑ� Get notified to place your bid!

Team Wildchain

Wildchain

pigeons@wildchain.io

Visit us on social media:

Twitter

Instagram

TikTok

https://beacons.ai/wildchain.nft
https://twitter.com/wildchainio
https://www.instagram.com/wildchainio/
https://www.tiktok.com/@wildchainio
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